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Introduction

´ In this talk, the UNITOR system participating in the iLISTEN@EvalIta 2018 is 
presented
´ Task: given a list of sentences within a dialogue, to assign each turn to a speech 

act class

´ It seems a “standard” sentence classification task…

… but turns are not observed in isolation, they belong to the dialogue

´ UNITOR is essentially a Markovian classifier
´ the classification of the ith utterance also depends from the dialogue act 

assigned at the previous utterance. 

If your are interested in 

Deep Methods…



Markovian SVM

´ AIM: to make the classification of an example xi ∈ Rn (from a sequence) 
dependent on the label assigned to the previous elements 

´ Within in a history of length m, i.e., xi−m , … , xi−1. 

´ A dialogue is a sequence of utterances x = (x1, … , xs) each of them 
representing the specific ith utterance. 

´ Given the corresponding sequence of expected labels y = (y1, . . . , ys), a 
sequence of m step-specific labels can be retrieved, in the form yi−m, ... ,yi−1. 

´ IDEA: to augment the feature vector of xi with  a projection function ψm( xi ) ∈Rmd

´ We augment xi  with features indicating one of the possible labels observed in a 
history of length m



(slightly) More formally

´ Given the SVM, a projection function φm( · ) can be defined to consider both xi

and the transitions ψm( xi ) by concatenating the two representations: 

φm( xi  ) =  xi ||  ψm( xi ) 

´ Kernel-based methods can be applied: 

´ the feature representing individual turns

´ the information about the transitions within the dialogue. 

´ We define a kernel function between turns surrogating the product 
between φm( · ) such that:

Km( xi , zj ) = φm( xi ) φm( zj ) =  Kobs ( xi , zj ) + Ktr ( ψm ( xi ), ψm ( zj ) )

It does not depend on m



A Markovian Kernel-based Approach

´ If we define Ktr as a linear kernel between input instances, i.e. a dot-
product in the space generated by ψm( · ): 

Km ( xi , zj ) = Kobs ( xi , xj ) + ψm ( xi ) ψm( zj ) 

´ At training time we just use the kernel-based SVM in a One-Vs-All schema 
over the feature space derived by Km ( · , · ) 
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What about Kobs ?

If you hope it is not a tree kernel…



Structural kernels

´ Convolution Kernels systematically account for structural 
analogies/similarities between discrete structures

´ Tree Kernels account for structural analogies between 
syntactic parse trees
´ They express the number of the shared substructures 

between two syntactic trees



Tree Kernels: the IDEA

´ Tree Kernels account for structural analogies between syntactic parse trees

´ Smoothed Partial Tree Kernels (SPTKs) jointly model syntactic and lexical 
semantic similarity within Kernel functions
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SPTK: Formal definition

´ Given two trees T1 and T2

´If n1 and n2 are leaves then

else

σ( n1,n2 ) is a similarity function among 
the tree nodes depending on their 

linguistic type τ

τ

τ



From sentences to trees

´ The SPTK is applied to trees derived from the dependency parse tree

´ The structure encodes syntactic and semantic information

´ No task specific feature engineering 



Results

´ The dataset was syntactically parsed with SpaCy

´ We used the Kernel-based SVM-HMM implemented in KeLP

´ Parameters has been tuned according to a n-fold cross validation schema
´ An history of m = 1 is adopted



Conclusions

´ The proposed classification strategy shows the beneficial impact of

´ a structured kernel-based method 

´ with a Markovian classifier, 

´ It seems capitalizing the contribution of the dialogue modeling in deciding 
the speech act of individual sentences. 

´ No requirement in term of task-specific feature and system engineering 

´ Results are appealing mostly considering the reduced size of the dataset

´ Further work: combination of the adopted strategy with recurrent neural 
approaches. 


